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THIS ISN'T YOUR
MOTHER'S CIA
The CIA does more than what you
may have heard or seen in movies
and Aggies are in on it. PAGE 4
Astronauts on the Space Shuttle
Discovery reported being con-
cered about one spacewalker.
PAGE 3
Yvonne J. Johnson was all
smiles outside the Old Guilford
County Courthouse Tuesday
night after reading the results of
this year's mayoral elections.
Johnson beat Milton Kern
with 57 percent ofthe total vote
to become the city's first black
mayor and the Aggie alumna
has big plans for the state's third
largest city.
The mother of four and
"I'm a change agent," said
Johnson to the News & Record.
"I think I have a vision that peo-
ple embrace, which is to bring
this community together."
Johnson brings a wealth of
experience to the job serving on
the city council for 14years and
six years as mayor pro-temp
She replaces Keith Holliday,
who has been the head man for
the last eight years.
grandmother of seven sits on
the Bennett College Board of
Trustees, where she is also an
alumna, and has spent the last
24 years as Executive Direc-
tor of One Step Further, Inc., a
private, non-profit United Way
BY MICHAEL J.McCRAY
EDITOR IN CHIEF
ASTRONAUTS CALL
FOR REPAIRS
Mary Rakestraw, Zack Ma-
theny, Robbie Perkins, and Tru-
dy Wade all join the Greensboro
city council in the upcoming
year.
agency that recommends sen-
tencing options for adults and
juveniles, and provides media-
tion services, and life skills/con-
flict resolution classes.
Johnson will be surrounded
by four fresh faces when she's
sworn inDec. 4th.
GREENSBORO'S NEW MAYOR: Yvonne Johnson, pictured here with Olympic gold medalist Joey Cheek, was elected Greensboro'smayor last night
edging outMiltonKern for thetop spot ina tight race. Johnsonbecomes Greensboro's first black mayor-elect.
HOW TO PLEASE
YOUR MAN
Many women would be surprised
to know what would make their
men very happy. PAGE 5
Candidates
debate in
Aggieland
Jay-Z's new album "American
Gangster" shakes the rust off his
post-retirement music. PAGE 6
JAY-Z IS BACK AND
MORE GANGSTER
BY DWIGHT MOORE II
CONTRIBUTOR
MONEY FOR THE
MACHINE...AGAIN
The Blue & GoldMarching Machine
is arguably the most popular as-
pect of Aggie life but scholarship
moneyfor the band is still few and
far between. PAGE 6
LADY AGGIES GET
READY TO PLAY
Rhyne Monday night. PAGE 8
Brittanie Taylor-James and the
Lady Aggies scrimmaged Lenior-
Campus News
National News
Business
Opinion
Arts & Life
Sports
BY ASHLEY REID
CONTRIBUTOR
PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL -THE A&T REGISTER
2- BLOWING SMOKE: Campus smoking bans are inplace at many area universities but theideaof a ban atA&T wouldface strong opposition from student smokers
4
6
7 PUFF, PUFF, BAN?
According to Rakestraw, failing to properly
address the city's water shortage could cause the
Triad to suffer economically.
Mary Rakestraw, who finished first among the
candidates in the primary last month discussed the
business changes that are taking place in Greens-
boro and specifically the expansion of Piedmont
Triad International Airport and the recent arrival
of Dell Computers to Winston-Salem in 2005.
Kevin Green said his purpose was to improve
the voter turnout among A&T students. He also
discussed his plans to help make Greensboro be-
come a more business friendly, like Charlotte.
Robbie Perkins talked about improving the
city's public transportation system. He also dis-
cussed fixing the problems associated with the
city's bus routes.
All six at-large candidates were also in at-
tendance. Along with the crime and water issues
these candidates discussed the economic issues
also affecting the city.
Lance A. Jones suggested students should start
helping out each otherbecause the police can't do
it own their own. He suggested .students should
start walking in groups and that male students ac-
company female students at all times.
In regards to the education system in Greens-
boro, Wells said, "The doors are there but we
don't have the kids to walkthrough them." While
Jones said that city council has very little influ-
ence in education.
She said that if elected, she would respond to
the issue by adding additional units to the campus
police force.
Wells discussed the increased crime rate in
Greensboro, specifically District 2, which is the
A&T district. She also addressed the issue of
campus crime.
A&T hosted "Invite to Unite" a political fo-
rum candidates running for offices yesterday in
the city ofGreensboro last Thursday in Harrison
Auditorium.
The forum featured three sections for the dis-
trict, the at-large and mayoral candidates. Major
topics discussed at the forum included the recent
drought as well as the city's gangproblems.
Members ofthe panel included District 2 op-
ponents Goldie Frinks Wells and Lance A. Jones.
T. Dianne Bellamy-Small was not in attendance.
Small made headlines recently when her constitu-
ents pushed to have her removed from office dur-
ing her latest term.
With all the emphasis put on a
healthy lifestyle that is promoted on
a college campus, it is interesting to
see thata possible campus wide ban-
ence major, doesn't think that smok-
ing outdoors is annoying, because
the reasons people have for disliking
it are not always reasonable.
"While people may dislike it, it's
not like it's that hard to just walk
around someone that's smoking if
you don't want to walk through their
smoke cloud", said Tunstall.
Mark Atwater, a junior broadcast
production major, doesn't feel that
smokers on campus bother him.
"I don't smoke and I'm not in the
areas where smoking takes place,"
saidAtwater.
SATURDAY: H: 54TA: 38°F
SUNDAY: H: 60°FA: 41°F
MONDAY: H: 59°FA: 45°F
TUESDAY: H: 660FA 44°F
THURSDAY: H: 52°FA: 34°F
FRIDAY: H: 54°FA: 39°F
Since smoking is already prohib-
The idea of banning smoking on
the entire campus of A&T causes
considerable debate among students.
Schools like UNC-Chapel Hill
and Guilford College have already
implemented this new smoking ban.
Nowthat the idea hasreached A&T's
campus, many students juggle the
idea of whether a ban on smoking
would truly help the campus.
"I'm so happy about smoking be-
ing banned on campus," said junior
Ashley Venable. "Notthat I have any
problems with smokers, but it would
be nice to walk out ofthe cafe with-
outhaving to pass through Black and
Mild smoke."
Some students on the other hand
are not fazed by smokers on campus.
Kelmern Tunstall, a computer sci-
"People smoking is not aproblem
for me, however it becomes an issue
when they disrespect non-smokers
when theyrefuse to stand down wind
so one does not get a face full of
smoke," said Venable
Although students have the right
to smoke outdoors, many find it to
be offensive because of the lack of
consideration for those who are non-
smokers
ited inside the buildings on campus,
student smokers are forced to find ar-
eas outside to enjoy a smoke. Areas
like the Student Union and Williams
Cafeteria are two popular places on
campus for smokers to congregate
and light up.
SEE SMOKING ON PAGE 2 SEE ELECTIONS ON PAGE 2
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TROUBLE AT
OPRAH'S SCHOOL
Young girls at Oprah's school in
South Africa were assualted by
administrators. PAGE 3
Yvonne Johnson elected mayor
A&T alumna becomes Greensboro's first black mayor-elect
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MAN VS. WILD IS
BACK ON TV
Adventurer Bear Gyrlls returns to
the Discovery Channel with his hit
show Man vs. Wild. PAGE 4
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Apollo Night
Moore Gym
7 p.m., $3 Students
BUSINESS MANAGERS:Keri Miller, Paul Haizlip
ADVERTISING DESIGNER:Rob Coleman
Aggie Suites Building E,
3rd Floor MiddleLobby
8:25 p.m., Free
Condom Sense:A Guide to
Sexual Survival in TheNew Mil-
lenium INTERNS: TiffanyAdams, AlanaAllen, Stacie Bailey,
Alan Barker, BreannaBennett, Brittanye Brown, TerenceBuie,
AshleyBullock, JavelleDaley, CrystalEtienne, Lauren Ettson,
Robert Gregory,Kerdrick Gwynn,Spencer Humphrey,
Shanice Jarmon, Syene Jasmin, Chanel LeGette,
ChrisLineberger, Paris Marion, ChrisMartin, Lynzi McHenry,
John Milner,Shoniqua Moore,Dexter Mullins,Ayoka Primus,
Tiffany Ramsey, JenniferSimms, JordanWaddell,
Faith Washington, GermaineWatkins, Michael Wilder
THURSDAY
GE 3rdAnnualLloyd Trotter
Case StudyPresentations
Memorial StudentUnion
StallingsBallroom
6p.m., Free COPY DESK CHIEF: Benjamin Fair
COPY DESK: Asheley McBride,Angela EnglishLOW VOTERTURNOUT If an election happens in the Union and nobody is thereto vote, does it makean impact?Missing Aggie voters are IN FOCUS this week.
FACULTY ADVISER: Emily Harris
CAMPUS POLICE BLOTTER
FRIDAY
Dodge BallTournament
Moore Gym
7 p.m., Free
NEWSROOM
Offices: New Classroom Building A328
Box E-25,1601 E. Market Street, Greensboro, NC 27411;
336-334-7700MONDAY
SoccerTournament
Holland Bowl
5 p.m.— 7 p.m
Fraud
11/02/2007,8:45 p.m.
Memorial Student Union
The Aggie One Cardofficereported irregularactivityontwo student'saccounts. Ithas not been determined ifthedeposit is intentional errorora glitch
in the system. The totalloss duetofraudisapproximately $16,710.68. Caseremains openpending furtherinvestigation.
CONTACT INFORMATION
Office Hours:M-F 10a.m.-4 p.m.
Website: www.ncatregister.com
Letters to theEditor: editor@ncatregister.com
Business/Advertising Rates: atregister@yahoo.com
News Tips/Corrections: register@ncat.edu
Photography Department:photo@ncatregister.com
Arts & Life Section:arts@ncatregister.com
SportsSection: sports@ncatregister.com
Vandalism
11/02/2007,9:15 p.m.
Dewey Street
Aresident female studentreported thatsomeone had spray paintedher vehicle causing approximately $ 1500in damage. There is onepossible
suspectin this incident. Caseremainsopenpending interview with thesuspect.
TUESDAY
SUAB Movie Night: 300
Harrison Auditorium
7 p.m.
YARD
ON THE
Armed Robbery
11/03/2007,9:00p.m.
Moore Gym
A non-studentmalereported thathe was robbed at gunpointby three unknownblack subjects while in the westhallwayofMoore Gym.
The suspects tookapproximately$30from the victim. There areno known witnesses orsuspects in this case. The victimwas notinjured during this
incident. The case willremain open for further investigation.
— Compiledby TiffanyAdams
TheA&TRegister ispublished everyWednesday during the fall
and spring semesters by studentsat North Carolina A&T State
University. One copy is availablefree of charge to all readers.
Additional copies of the newspaper may be picked up at the
Register's office (subject to availability). All subscription re-
quests should be directedto theBusiness department.
TheA&TRegister has a weekly circulationof5,000copies on-
campusand is a memberofThe AssociatedPress, The Associated
Collegiate Press and The Black CollegeWire.
WEDNESDAY
Chilean Historyand Song
Guilford College
Leak Room
Duke Memorial Hall
5800 W. Friendly Avenue
7 p.m., Free SMOKING From page 1
FRIDAY
Pajama Palooza
Greensboro Children's Museum
220N. ChurchSt
6:30p.m., Free
SUNDAY
The King & I
Greensboro Day School
5407Lawndale Drive
7:30 p.m., $6 Students
THURSDAY
Degree Fairfor thePublic Good
Union Cross Bobcats Organization
UNCG
1000Spring GardenSt
5 p.m., Free
"Just like people that drink,
think it helps them to solve
their problems, smokers find
a cigarette to relieve stress,"
said Atwater.
According to Tunstall,
"Most people smoke because
it relieves stress. Sometimes
it gives a feeling like you're
'floating', or a feeling where
much doesn't matter anymore
which could help ease your
nerves and make you feel bet-
ter about a situation."
Atwaterbelieves it's apsy-
chological mindset that leads
people to believe that smoking
is a stressreliever.
Smoking is part of a life-
style for some students at
A&T, and stripping these stu-
dents oftheir campus smoking
privileges could cause a lot
more tension in their personal
lives
"Where there's a will
there's away", said Venable.
"No one should be smok-
ing. It's an addiction and as
addictive as Heroin or any
other drug," said Sheppard.
Venable does notmink that
the campus will become bet-
ter.
Smoking is one ofthe lead-
ing causes of cancer, yet stu-
dents are resistant to a change
that could benefit theirhealth.
Carolyn Sheppard, a sec-
retary to the assistant Dean,
thinks that a smoke-free cam-
pus is an excellent idea. Shep-
pard has been smoke-free for
20 years.
ning of smoking upsets many
students, although it is for
their own good.
KEEP SENDING US
HELP US!
HELPYOU!
EVENTS
YOUR
ORGANIZATIONS
From page 1
ELECTIONS
The official day to vote was
yesterday.
"Service is the rent you pay for
being on this Earth."
When asked about the gang
situation in Greensboro, she
said, "I don't think the police
department can handle the
gang situation on its own it is
going to take a village."
She also about talked about
her plan to use gangs for good
in the community and how the
city's recent purchase of part
of the Haw River will allow
the city's water levels to once
againreach normal levels.
Shealso talked about bring-
ing high paying, white collar
jobs to Greensboro, so that
recent college graduates will
have more opportunities for
employment.
The absence of Milton
Kerns caused the mayoral de-
bate to turn intoa question and
answer session with mayor
candidate Yvonne Johnson.
Johnson has served 14
years on the city council and
another 6 years as Mayor Pro-
Tem. She opened by stating
All ofthe candidates deny
having personal interests or
being apart of any type of in-
terest groups.
The candidates came under
fire when a member ofthe au-
dience asked "Why should we
believe anything you say when
it is clear that you only care
about your own interests?"
Ask about our short term
(336) 389-0820
leases and free rent
register®
ncat.edu
lil! Ill
$9.99
Large 1 topping
REGISTER
The A&T
Student Special
Call today at
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Better Ingredients
Better Pizza.
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DAY
Taste of theWorld
MemorialStadium Union
Stallings Ballroom
12p.m., Free
Advertisers also can fine-
tune their audiences — hav-
ing their pitches appear only to
women under 30 who attended
New York University and work
at Goldman Sachs, for instance.
selfon guardingits users' priva-
cy, but the walls have gradually
lowered. A feature allowing us-
ers to track changes theirfriends
make to profiles backfired when
many users denounced it as
stalkingand threatened protests.
Facebook quickly apologized
and agreed to let users turn off
the feature.
Facebook has long prided it-
"Some people may find it
creepy," said Deborah Pierce,
executive director of the San
Francisco-based Privacy Activ-
ism. "They are trying to find
some ways to monetize this and
keep the lights on. If the disclo-
sure is up front, yeah, I think
this is a reasonable thing for
them to do."
Key will be how Facebook
tells users about the program,
something it plans to do shortly.
As Web companies look to
boost advertising revenue by
offering to target ads based on
users' hobbies, interests and be-
havior, Facebook's move could
change the tone of the site and
revive privacy complaints it
faced last year. Facebook will
rely on information in users'
profiles and on friends' online
activity to determine what ads
might appeal to users.
whether to receive it.
The friend will have some
control over whether to share
that information, but the user
will have fewer choices over
For example, ifa friend has
booked a vacation on Traveloc-
ity, the online travel agency will
be able to display the friend's
photo as part of an ad to entice
the user to buy flights and hotel
stays.
Companies can now create
their own pages on Facebook
for the first time, under a new
program announced Tuesday.
Advertisers also will be able to
show users their pitches in the
guise of friends' endorsements,
based on what the friends buy
and do online.
NEW YORK (AP) — Facebook
has begun transforming itself
from an online hangout into an
online business district.
BY MARCIADUNN
ASSOCIATEDPRESS WRITER
BY CHRIS SUNDHEIM
ASSOCIATEDPRESS WRITER
Kentucky candidate trails badly in election
"All of us have been really
dying to get into the lower holds
ofthe ship and dig outthe light-
saber," Parazynski said. "But it
really would be a lot of work,
I think, and I think Pam would
frown upon it."
er in the 1983 sequel "Returnof
the Jedi" is flying aboard Dis-
covery, to mark the 30th anni-
versary of the original film.
Discovery also is bringing
back some samples of the steel
shavings that are clogging a ro-
tary joint needed to turn another
set of solar wings at the space
station, as well as an astronaut
who spent five months there,
ClaytonAnderson.
Anderson said he can't wait
to cook up his "special secret
recipe" to go with a medium-
rare steak once he's back home
in Houston with his family. He's
also craving ice-cold drinks and
ice cream, unavailable in space.
"It's kind of a bittersweet
The lightsaber that was used
by the character Luke Skywalk-
Parazynski said he was en-
ergized by the wake-up music
that was beamed up that morn-
ing courtesy of his 10-year-old
son, Luke — the theme from the
movie, "Star Wars."
"It was an unbelievably long
distance away," he said. "You
never come face to face with
a solar array, so it was a very
unique experience."
It was like nothing he'd ever
experienced on previous space-
walks or in the pool where as-
tronauts train. No one, in fact,
had ever been so far away from
the safe confines of the space
station before.
He had to stabilize the wing
as it swayed back and forth, us-
ing a hockey-like stick wrapped
with insulating tape. He fig-
ured out a way to hold the stick
and another tool in one hand,
while using his other hand to
loop homemade braces into the
wing.
Parazynski said he could
have used another pair ofhands
once he gotright up to the solar
wing, which was coursing with
more than 100 volts of electric-
ity.
coming toward him," Melroy
said. She got more comfortable
as she saw him do just that, and
she took comfort that another
spacewalker was watching the
wing "like a hawk" from its base
and calling outthe clearances.
"You may have heard me at
one point kind ofsqueak out 'Be
careful' as I saw the solar array
Discovery's commander,
Pamela Mehoy, described how
nervous she was when Parazyn-
ski approached the torn wing on
the end ofa 90-foot robotically
operated boom.
Saturday's emergency repair
of the torn wing at the inter-
national space station was an
unprecedented and daring feat
whipped up by flight controllers
in justa few days!
As they prepared for an early
Wednesday afternoon landing,
the sevenastronauts recalled for
the AP the dramatic highlight of
their 15-day space station con-
struction mission.
And the spacewalker, Scott
Parazynski, said he barely man-
aged to reach the tangled wires
that had snagged the wing. Ifthe
damage had been just another
foot away, "it would have been
a Plan B or C or D," he told The
Associated Press. "I don't know
what it would have been."
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —
Withthe mission finally coming
to a close, Discovery's com-
mander acknowledged Tuesday
she had been "extremely con-
cerned" about the safety of the
spacewalker whowent out tofix
the space station's ripped solar
wing.
On Tuesday afternoon, Dis-
covery's heat shield was de-
clared intact and the ship safe
for re-entry.
Flight director BryanLunney
said Discovery may be visible
from the ground as it descends
across the Midwest and South
on its way to Kennedy Space
Center. It will be the first coast-
to-coast re-entry by a space
shuttle since the destruction of
Columbia nearly five years ago.
time for me to come home, but
I'm ready," he said.
As is common in elections
in odd-numbered years, the
slim lineup ofraces was ex-
pected to keep turnout low.
"Eaves doesn't really
have a plan," Metcalfe said.
"He says he's going to serve
God and serve the people,
but you need a little more of
a plan if you're going to run
for governor."
Charlie Metcalfe, a 31-
year-old contractor from
Ridgeland, Miss., chose Bar-
bour, saying the Republican
incumbent "seems to be do-
ing OK."
Barbour's campaign
capitalized on his success-
ful management of the hur-
ricane recovery, stressing job
growth and rebuilding along
the Gulf Coast. Barbour and
hisDemocratic opponent, tri-
al lawyer John Arthur Eaves
Jr., quoted Scripture as they
exchanged barbs.
Mississippi Gov. Haley
Barbour, practically the only
politician to come outofHur-
ricane Katrina looking good,
was heavily favored to win
re-election Tuesday, while
Kentucky's governor tried to
stave off defeat with a little
old-time religion, ordering
the Ten Commandments dis-
played in the state Capitol.
Beshear, a former state law-
maker, attorney general and
lieutenant governor, was at-
tempting a comeback after a
nearly 10-yearhiatus from poli-
tics. He made religion a center-
piece ofhis campaign challeng-
ing Fletcher, citing his religious
upbringing and running televi-
Fletcher, the state's first
GOP governor in more than 30
years, was indicted on misde-
meanor charges that were later
dismissed in a negotiated deal
after a judge said he could not
be tried in office. But the grand
jury later issued its findings,
saying Fletcher had approved
a "widespread and coordinated
plan" to skirt state hiring laws.
On Monday, Fletcher ordered
that the Ten Commandments be
displayed alongside other his-
torical documents in the state
Capitol, after a federal judge
ruled that a previous injunction
in a separate court case didnot
apply to the display.
With 19 percent ofprecincts
reporting Tuesday evening,
Democrat Steve Beshear had
143,432 votes or 66 percent, to
Fletcher's 75,174 votes, or 34
percent.
In Kentucky, Gov. Ernie
Fletcher was trying to hang
on for another four years after
spending much ofhis first term
battling accusations that he di-
rected the hiring of political
allies for jobs protected by the
state's merit system.
New Jersey voters were de-
ciding a referendum authorizing
the state to borrow $450 million
over 10 years to finance stem
cell research.
Oregon voters considered a
measure to raise the cigarette
tax by 84.5 cents a pack — to
$2.02 — to fund health insur-
ance for about 100,000 children
now lacking coverage. Tobacco
companies spent nearly $12
million fighting it.
Several states were voting
on ballot measures, including a
Utah proposal that would cre-
ate the nation's first statewide
school voucher program open
to all, even affluent Tamilies in
well-performing districts.
In the lone congressional
race, voters in northwest Ohio
were choosing among five Re-
publicans and two Democrats in
a primary for the nomination to
succeedRep. Paul Gillmor, who
died in September from a fall at
his Washington apartment. The
general election will be Dec.
11.
In Philadelphia, former
Democratic councilman Mi-
chael Nutter was nearly certain
to become the city's next mayor
on his promises to reduce gun
violence, crack down on no-bid
contracts and offer $10,000 tax
breaks to companies that hue
convicts. But first Nutter wants
to declareacitywide litterclean-
up and rid the City ofBrotherly
Love of its less-flattering nick-
name: Filthadelphia.
No serious challenger threat-
ened San Francisco Mayor
Gavin Newsom's bid for a sec-
ond term, even though the may-
or admitted just eight months
ago that he had a drinking prob-
lem and an affair with a close
aide's wife.
Voters also were set tochoose
mayors in San Francisco, Hous-
ton, Baltimore,Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh.
sionads showing him in front of
a church in westernKentucky.
Astronauts call for emergency repair
Contributors
Meetings
Want to write?
328 NCBA
Every.
Wednesday
@5P.M
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Facebook now online business district
NATIONAL NEWS
BY ANICK JESDANUN
ASSOCIATED PRESSWRITER
Social-networking sites like
Facebook and News Corp.'s
MySpace have been trying to
find the best way to profit from
the trove of personal data their
users put on profile pages.
Amond the new features Fa-
cebook announced, companies
can now embed coding it calls
Beacon on outside sites such as
eBay Inc., enabling a Facebook
user who lists an item for auc-
tion, for example, to generate
alert messages for Facebook
friends, who may then check
out the item.
The key difference between
companies' pages and individu-
als' is that businesses won't
have access to individuals' pro-
files the same way their friends
do, even when users formally
declare themselve's "fans" of a
company.
"Pushing your message out
to people is no longer good
enough," Zuckerberg told about
200 advertising-industry ex-
ecutives, many already in New
York for the ad:tech conference.
"You have to get your message
out to the conversations."
Facebook Chief Executive
Mark Zuckerberg, who founded
the company three years ago,
said marketers must respond
to the changing nature of com-
munication, driven in part by
social-networking sites like his.
"They are relying a lot on
their users to make this happen,
and that's going to be tricky,"
Winfield said.
Privacy concerns aside, many
Facebook members may be re-
luctant to endorse an advertiser
for fear of alienating friends
who had bad experiences with
the same company, said Chris
Winfield, who runs 10e20, an
online marketing specialist.
Zuckerberg said Facebook
planned to go after the big-
ger opportunities in generating
demand — something Google
and other sites are trying to do
through display and other brand
promotions. Seeing a friend buy
a product or praise a band, he
said, are good ways to generate
demand.
Search companies like
Google Inc. have generated a
lot of revenue from text-based
ads targeted to a user's search
terms. Those have been good at
fulfilling demand— users often
are already looking for a car or
a travelpackage when searching
and seeing those ads.
Facebook's usage has grown
rapidly since last year, when the
site opened membership to all
Internet users. ComScore Media
Metrix says Facebook had 30.6
million U.S.users in September,
compared withrival MySpace's
68.4 million.
"If users are displeased with
this, we will hear from them,"
said Chris Kelly, the company's
chiefprivacy officer.
Facebook promises no infor-
mation that could identify indi-
vidual will be disclosed to ad-
vertisers. And its officials said
users can complain again ifthey
find the new targeting program
offensive.
• Homemaker/Companion Services
• RNs, LPNs, CNAs, CMAs
• Physical Therapy
• Respite Care
• Personal Care Services
• Private Duty Nursing and CNA Care
• Community Alternative Programs (CAP)
• Home Infusion Nursing
• Staff Relief
(336) 375-8288
2722 North Church Street • Suite E
Greensboro, NC 27405
www.nursesandangels.com
4414-E LAWN DALE DRIVE
Greensboro, NC 27455
An el Hands Home Care 1633-3 SPRING G
{1 block from UNCG )
Greensboro, NC 27403
$ 5 off manicure/pedicure
$3 off full set
$ 3 off fill in
"Buy the cheapest products
you can and the longest extend-
ed warranty you can find," he
said. "When it breaks, you can
There is one area Arnum be-
lieves extended warranties can
really pay off, and that's when
consumers are buying electron-
ics based on new technology
and made in China or some oth-
er emerging nation.
you get a loaner?" he asked.
"That depth ofservice has value
for some people."
He added that consumers
may need to give extended war-
ranties more serious consider-
ation as manufacturers shorten
the terms of their guarantees,
sometimes to a little as a month
or two.
Marks ofConsumer Reports
said consumers shouldalso con-
sider two alternatives to extend-
ed warranties: Set aside some
cash in a "rainy day"repair fund
or buy the product with a pre-
mium credit card. Many cards
automatically double terms of
the manufacturer's warranty at
no extra cost to the consumer.
He's not talking just about
no-name brands. When Micro-
soft Corp.'s Xbox video game
console developed techni-
cal problems and Apple Inc.'s
iPod batteries proved defective,
"people with extended warran-
ties did well for themselves,"
Arnum said.
laugh all the way back to the
store."
Marks said that many people
don't bother to repair products
that break because the items
have become obsolete or the
owners forget they have a war-
ranty — both of which argue
against an extended warranty.
Eric Arnum, editor of "War-
ranty Week," a newsletter that
covers the $16 billion indus-
try, said that protecting against
costly repairs on a product was
not the only reason to consider
an extended warranty.
"Do they come to your home
and fix it for you? Do they pay
for shipping it somewhere? Can
to have them fixed, the cost of
the repair and cost of the war-
ranty turn out to be a wash," he
said.
"Most of the time, when
products break and people elect
In purchasing a warranty,
there's also an assumption that
if a product breaks, the cost of
repair will exceed the cost of
the warranty. That's a long shot,
Marks said.
view, he added, "it can be very
expensive insurance when you
look at it in terms ofthe likeli-
hood ofsomething going wrong
and the cost ofthe premium."
Marks said that Consumer
Reports' studies ofhundreds of
products indicate that products
tendto be fairly reliable and du-
rable. Buyers can increase that
likelihood by picking brands
that have tested well in the past,
he added.
While investing in an extend-
ed warranty might seem to be a
logical step for someone buying
an expensive appliance or elec-
tronic device, experts say that's
not necessarily the case.
Q: I plan to buy an expen-
sive flat-panel TV this holiday
season. Should I invest inan ex-
tended warranty for it?
A: Extended warranties,
which sometimes are called
service plans, are basically in-
surance policies that consumers
can buy from retailers to protect
against costly repairs or service
fees after the manufacturer's
warranty expires.
Studies have shown that on
high-end electronics, the price
of an extended warranty can
cost the equivalent of a quarter
ofthe item's price. For example,
extended warranties on plasma-
screenTVs selling for$ 1,500 to
$1,600 are about $400.
From the consumer'spoint of
Tod Marks, a senior editor
with Consumer Reports maga-
zine, said that consumers are
sometimes pressured to consid-
er warranties because they are
profitable for retailers.
"Themarkups onmany prod-
ucts are small, so retailers can
sometimes make more selling
extended warranties than sell-
ing the products themselves,"
he said.
What you didn't know about the CIA
At the pump, meanwhile, gas prices continued to rise, following
oil's 39 percent price rally since August.
Those concerns were also fed by a government prediction on
Tuesday that domestic oil inventories will fall further this year
while consumptionrises.
NEW YORK (AP)
Oil futures jumped to a new record above $97 a barrel Tuesday
after bombings in Afghanistan and an attack on a Yemeni oil pipe-
line compounded the supply concerns thathave drivencrude prices
higher in recent weeks.
Investors remain haunted by the big debtproblems at banks. But
companies outside ofthe banking, lending and housing industries
have beenposting strongfinancial results.
The Dow Jones industrial average rose 117points, with soaring
oil and precious metals prices driving up the companies that pro-
duce those commodities.
NEW YORK (AP)
Wall Street bounded higher Tuesday as investors still mindful
ofwidening credit problems nonetheless went in search ofbargain
stocks.
Contact McGregor at pbm-
cgregor@hotmail.com to learn
more about the event.
To learn more about the CIA
and their career opportunities
visit www.cia.gov.
McGregor explained themis-
sion statement of the CIA in a
recent press release: "The Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency (CIA),
America's premier foreign in-
telligence service, seeks to pro-
tect our country from overseas
threats, acting as the nation's
eyes and ears and, at times, its
hidden hand."
the interest meeting," she said,
According to Cone, students
are going to meet with CIA em-
ployees to help diminish the
misconception of their work
environment, and to learn more
about the qualifications to be a
potential employee.
McGregor says "Some of
the myths that people believe
is that employees who work
for the CIA live separate lives
from their families, but really
they live a normal life." Healso
feels "that some people believe
that employees are undercover
agents who carry guns like in
the movies, but the CIA focus
is centered around intelligences
as a potential employer. Paul
McGregor, a senior marketing
major, is responsible for public
relations for the campaign. "The
opportunities offered through
the CIA are phenomenal and
this is a great way for student to
become more aware ofthe CIA
as a potential employer. The
goal ofthe Aggie Media Group
is to expel the myths about the
CIA and to target potential can-
didates," he said.
She said within the past 13
years the CIAhas hired over 38
students from A&T.
Ashley Cone, a senior mar-
keting major, is responsible for
the strategy and implementation
for the marketing campaign.
"Students can take advantage
ofthis opportunity by attending
and collecting information for
the government."
Shannon Benjamin, a senior
marketing major, is in charge
of published reports for the
campaign. "This is a good op-
portunity for students to learn
moreabout the CIA because it's
definitely opening the doors for
diversity. They are looking for
people who are top tier students
in all majors, language special-
ists, military background, and
second career professionals,"
she said.
Aggie Media Group is com-
posed of senior business mar-
keting majors. Students in the
group are responsible for imple-
menting a marketing campaign
to increase awareness about job
opportunities for the CIA.
To help student gain these
opportunities at A&T, the CIA
and EdVenture Partners has re-
cruited the Integrated Market-
ing Communications class. The
class is responsible for creating
their own marketing agency to
promote the CIA to students
Aggie Media Group will be
hosting an interest meeting for
students interested in future ca-
reers with the CIA on Monday,
Nov. 5 from 6pm-8pm in Craig
Hall.
Adventurer Bear Grylls returning to TV
The results were released as Molson Coors is working on a joint
venture ofits U.S. operations with Miller Brewing Co., owned by
SABMiller PLC.
The Denver-based brewer showed overall improvements in
brand strength, pricing and foreign currency rates, ChiefExecutive
OfficerLeo Kiely said.
The company's Canadian and U.S. operations both turned in
stronger results in sales to retail outlets, while the European busi-
ness was affected by rainy weather and newly enacted smoking
bans.
DENVER (AP)
Beer giant Molson Coors Brewing Co. onTuesday reported a dip
in third-quarter net income because ofone-time charges that offset
a 7 percent increase in sales.
weren't factual, and began air-
ing re-edited episodes featuring
a disclaimer and new narration
by Grylls explaining what was
staged during production.
"I think a lot of the contro-
versy was fueled by people
wanting to know more," Grylls,
33, told The Associated Press
in a phone interview Tuesday.
"They wanted to know how we
did stuff behind the scenes."
The former British Spe-
cial Air Service soldier's flight
above Mount Everest in a para-
motor — a paraglider with a
motor — will be documented
"I hope they go down well,"
Grylls says. "I think the irony is
that people are going to enjoy
seeing more behind the scenes.
It's going to make the whole
program better."
in a one-hour special, "Bear's
Mission Everest," premiering
Friday (10 p.m. EST).
New episodes of "Man vs.
Wild," premiering Friday (9
p.m. EST), will have more rev-
elations about Grylls' survival
tactics in desolate places such
as the Sahara desert, the jungles
of Panama and the Patagonian
plains.
Discovery Channel later is-
sued a statement acknowledg-
ing that some elements of the
show, which documents Grylls
surviving in remote locations,
tious ofeverything. If I so much
as break wind on these shows,
it's acknowledged now."
Last July, British television
network Channel 4, which airs
the show inthe United Kingdom
as "Born Survivor," confirmed
that Grylls had stayed indoors
during some of his expeditions,
although the show had depicted
him spending the night in the
wilderness.
"I think the new shows will
reassure them," Grylls says
of the upcoming season. "Ev-
erything is strong and double-
checked. Discovery is so cau-
NEW YORK (AP) — Bear Grylls
hopes his reputation as a blood-
and-mud-covered adventurer
hasn't been tarnished since it
was revealed he wasn't totally
roughing it during the previous
season ofhis popular Discovery
Channel survival series, "Man
vs. Wild."
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Girl your man put your busi-
ness all out on the streets. He didn't
think one bit about it. By reducing
his ideal woman to a sexual act, he
reduced you to that act as well. I
am not sure who I am speaking to,
but I suppose that there are various
young men and women who this
Now this takes the cake. Ihave heard and seen somethings in my life, but this
has to be the bottom, at least I hope
it is. "Want to know what you can
do to keep your man?" a young
gentleman asked my friend, "allow
him to do anything [sexually] he
wants to you." My friend told me
that according to this young man
the most successful way to ensure
a man's eternal commitment, is to
allow him to do just that.
But even funnier than that is that
Now ladies, that's funny to me.
It's funny in so many ways, but a
few specific ways stand out. First,
ifthat's the onlyway to keep a man,
a lot of us women aren't ever go-
ing to have a man, and I know that
to be true. It's even sadder to think
that someone is walking around the
world believing that women have
to do something to keep their man,
something other than being faithful
and loving. Of course every rela-
tionship takes work, but it is the
person who we are supposedly fall-
ing in love with,not the acts.
BY A.C.PATRICK
CONTRIBUTOR
Could it really be true that in a sense, black
people really need struggle? This is actually one
reason why Ifeel students who attend Historically
Black Colleges and Universities thrive. We re-
ceive ever type of criticism and oppression pos-
sible just by virtue of our institution that by the
time we graduate there isn't too much that we
haven't already faced. We know that can range
from limited resources, to constant public slander
criticism. Maybe we don't need to be handed any
privileges. I say let's find out, take all ofblack
people's rights away.
Think back to slavery. In my opinion, that was
one ofthe mostunified timesinAfrican-American
history. Although our ancestors had been taken
away from their home, separated, mixed, starved,
raped, and tortured they still found a way to even-
tually gain freedom. How unthinkable is it for a
group ofpeople to be enslaved in a new society
and not only learn the language and culture, but
to also use it to outwit their captors using coded
slave songs? Actually, it's not unthinkable at all,
but our mindsets today limit us from even fathom-
ing having to accomplish that feat now. A lot of
us don't understand the extent ofthe genius that
was used in the Underground Railroad to convey
messages in code... look it up.
More recently, the Civil Rights Movement. As
arace, blacks operated as aunit. Maybe themeth-
ods and mentalities were different, but there was
one common overall goal.
It sometimes takes getting an "F" on a mid-
term for someone to start taking going to class
seriously. Jena was another great example. As a
people, we've come to a place where we are ex-
tremely more reactive and complacent than pro-
active. Are we destined to remain separated until
the worst happens? If this is the case, then there
will come a time when we will be too separated
to reassemble.
A.TIBIAS
TH0RNE
Last week I wrote an ar-ticle about the sacrificesof all the people who
came before us.
Since then I have been try-
ing to figure out the difference
in the mindset of the people of
that time period and the mindset
today.
Then, this questionpopped in
my mind: Do black people need
struggle in order to prosper?
It's almost as if the only motivation to action
is disaster. Think about it. How many times has
it taken a funeral for your family to assemble?
Much less, how many times has ittaken a disaster
for people who haven't spoken in years to re-open
the lines ofcommunication?
What are the consequences that
could result from rap music by your
analysis?
Remember it is you doing this
examination, and it is your culture
that you are examining, therefore
youare the only ones who will reap
any consequences, either good or
bad, from the conclusions drawn
from your analysis.
Now the look that we take at
the music of the African-American
community must be honest and ob-
jective. It is easy when doing self
analysis, to become overly sensi-
tive to the observations being made,
however it is important to keep in
mind that although it might feel a
bit like you (or your community) is
being picked apart, this analysis is
a necessary means to an extremely
important end.
being emitted from a particular cul-
ture, or group of people will allow
a clear picture to be painted, that
reflects the decisions and compo-
nents of life, that particular group
of people is most focused on, and
indeed what, at that particular mo-
ment, what is important to the com-
munity as a whole.
their goals, and their feelings both
about themselves and the world
around them. The easiest wayto be-
gin to look at any culture is to take
an in depth look at the music the
people ofthe culture produce. Now
before fully exploring this concept,
this would be a good time to com-
ment on why music illuminates cul-
tural components sowell.
The art ofmusic is used in every
culture in the world as a creative
outlet for the people. It allows them
to show to the world what is going
on in their community, as well as
their concerns, dreams, and percep-
tion of life; music shows what is
important to a community.
Throughout history, singing and
producing music, has been a prima-
ry form of worship (regardless of
religion), thusly, said only to rein-
force the intimate role music plays
inthe daily life ofanation. Because
people feel close enough to the mu-
sic they make, to use it to commu-
nicate withthe supernatural, it is ac-
ceptable to think thatpeople would
also embed their sincerest feelings
within themusic they produce.
Therefore analyzing the music
With this in mind, it becomes
apparent that the African Ameri-
can community must begin to ask
themselves a series of questions.
What type of legacy is being left
behind in the history books to mark
the people that were here; both
who they were and what they did?
What would it be like ifthe section
in the history book reserved for the
African American community said
"What started out to be a success-
ful and thriving community, was
eventually, and relatively quickly
reduced to a loosely bound group
of people, who were easily defeat-
ed. African Americans eventually
reduced themselves, with help of
course, to drug worshipping, shift-
less, and ambitionless people whom
We are remembered bywhat we say and do. Thelegacy we leave behind
is composed ofthe memories ofour
actions and words both seen and
unseen, as well as the way the our
actions compare with the words we
say.
A people's culture is the core to
who that nation ofpeople is at their
heart; it reveals their intentions,
If these words filled the history
books oftwo-hundred years in the
future, what a sad and disgraceful
moment that would be.
To avoid this daunting future
African Americans must do every
thing they can think of. There are
several things that may be done in
order to jumpstart the reawaken-
ing that must occur in the African-
American community.
Throughout history there are ex-
amples ofdifferentgroups ofpeople
who have overcomeand grown past
the distractions and negative activi-
ties that plagued their communities,
enabling them to become great civi-
lizations with long and prosperous
lineages on the earth.
The first step to becoming a suc-
cessful and contributing community
to the world, the African-American
community must sit down and take
serious inventory on the compo-
nents that are making up their cul-
ture.
eventually ran themselves into the
ground."
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Some applications like the Vam-
pire/Werewolf and Ninja v. Pirate
applications are a bitmuch and let's
not forget the advanced wall and the
graffiti wall in addition to the "reg-
The new applications of Face-
book bring with them new and fun
ways to customize your profile.
Adding this and adding that, there's
no reason to go elsewhere for en-
tertainment since you can check
the weather, send a gift, and look
at your horoscope all on the same
page.
One Card, but there obvious cons
to the site as well. For example,
Facebook makes it so much easier
to be nosy. The news feed can give
away ALL your little secrets ifyou
don't set your privacy settings cor-
rectly. "Suchand such as at the club
last night and she was wearin this
itty bitty top. See? Look at the pic-
tures!" Oh yes, people are good for
puttingpictures online.
With that said, you never know
when you'll be the next feature at-
traction when you appear in the
background of someone else's pic-
ture.
I asked ten random people how
often they thought they used the
site, eight out often said everyday,
while the remaining two responded
with an occasional usage.
What would happen if Face-
book were to shut down tomorrow?
That's like asking people, "what
would happen if cell phones were
to disappear and all ofa sudden not
exist anymore?"
ular"wall. Frequent friend requests,
profile updates and new messages
are enough to keep one busy for an
entire day ifboredom strikes.
What a lot of people still don't
know is that there are companies
and governmental agencies examin-
ing the profiles that go up everyday.
The wrong picture online viewed
by the right person can put you in
the position to be watched a little
more closely than others.
Having photos of drugs and al-
cohol can cause a person to lose a
greatjob orprevent themfrom gain-
ing employment. Some companies,
and even athletic directors, ask that
their members not even be affiliated
with Facebook.Having a two page paper due
in the next couple of hours, you
are forced to either wait or find an-
other lab to use. Personal comput-
ers aren't much different. Visiting a
friend to hang out for a bit.. .it's not
long until those words come out,
"Can I use your computer? I need
to check my Facebook messages."
As written in the paper, Face-
book has been the site of "suicide"
and success in finding a lost Aggie
applications like the "news feed" or
"superpoke" or anything like that. It
used to be that you could just poke
people—although, nobody really
knew what it meant to do so. What
started out as a fun way to keep up
with friends and pictures turned
into an ongoing epidemic that con-
tinuously distracts and occupies the
time ofmany students.
Walking into a crowded com-
puter on lab on campus, one must
wonder what everyone could possi-
bly be working on at the same time.
As you walk around looking for a
vacant computer, you observe the
blue and white letters of Facebook
across the screen.
Back then, there were no extra
Like MySpace, you could per-
sonalize your profile by adding
pictures, quotes and whatnot, but
you didn't have the option of all
the html extras. It basically served
as a place to send messages among
friends and make new friends in
otherplaces.
Do we have the slightest recol-
lection ofwhat that was and what it
entailed? I doubt it. Facebook, like
MySpace has become the medium
for news, communication, and on-
line entertainment of high school
and college students. Facebook is
open to the public now, so pretty
much anyone can join.
Most people, I would assume,
began using Facebook as high
school students like I did. When it
first came out, it was only open to
students and you had to either be
invited or have a school email ad-
dress or code. It was just something
I heard about and was invited to use
by one ofmy friends.
How young is too young to lose your virginity?
BY TAMYIATURNER
CONTRIBUTOR
For most college students it
is the same. Most guys are more
open and are willing to share
the love, while most girls are
looking for that special some-
one but you still have those few
who give females a bad name.
But now if a girl doesn't have
sex with a guy she is considered
a tease and some times that guy
will "lie on his d***" meaning
he will tell his boys he had sex
with a girl when he didn't.
Because of the fast rate of
So what is the problem? Are
childrennot beingtaught enough
by their parents, or should they
be taught sexual education at
school. A lot of today's youth
virginity being loss both sexes
are reaching an all time high
of the number of partners they
have been with by the time the
average person looses their vir-
ginity, some youth are finding
themselves with children at the
age of 10 and 12 "babies having
babies."
are learning from their peers
and learning from their peers
just means it either feels good
or it doesn't. If this is happen-
ing nowat what age will our un-
born seed begin to have sexual
soul ties? Or will it even matter
then? Probably not. The number
ofpeople whoactually wait until
they get married is at an all time
low and it won't be increasing
anytime soon. So wrap it up, get
tested and be a good role model
for todays youth.
didn'thesitate to use it as an ex-
cuse for doing something such
as having sex. At an early age
youth are also being taught that
amale having multiple partners
is a good thing and a female
with multiple partners is bad.
Today that stereotype is
changing. Most youth aren't
looking out for there virginity,
it's more about pleasure than
anything else. Also there's that
often used phrase "everyone
else is doing it".
body.
Many of us can go back to
the first time we were asked to
have sex or put in a position
where someone of the opposite
or same sex wanted us to have
sex with them. Some ofus gave
in while others didn't. This may
be due to just wanting to fit in.
Not everyone was really having
sex though some were lying and
justwanted to belong.
At an early age, we were
taught what peerpressure is and
It has been noted that most
people loose their virginity
between 16 and 18 according
to statistics. But the reality is
that youth are often tempted
at a young age to explore their
Today's youth are loosing
their virginity and such a young
age. Little boys and girls are
loosing their virginity as young
as eight.
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Take all our
rights away
You want me to do what?
If you think I'm joking, check
my setup.
He was serious honey, that's
whatyour man said he wanted. All I
have to say about that is, you should
probably tell him he can save it for
someone else who doesn't know
there worth.
I was told there was a state-
ment made, a pause out of shock,
and then the young man continued,
"Seriously though, I'm just being
real." Ladies and gentlemen, our
comedian of the year, with that
creative punch line that has never
been heard before, let's give it up
for Y-O-U-T-R-I-E-D-I-T-G-U-Y.
He wouldn't hardly sneak away
from me with the, "I was just jok-
ing," line. He wasn't joking. It's a
shame to say but he wasn't joking
in the least bit.
ing his words. If that is the case,
let me put it like this. I don't want
a person inmy life who would even
hint at something that degrades me
in such a manner. Also, let usrefer
to the set up of a joke: joke, pause,
punch line.
Maybe the young man was jok-
ing.That was one ofthe possibilities
brought to my table when discuss-
situation relates to. It's funny how
as children many people, myself in-
cluded, are taught about selfworth.
Children are taught to believe
that there is nothing on earth that
can amount to your value, earthly
or otherwise. But somewhere along
the path oflife wereduce ourselves.
We choose to accept gifts, men,
women, clothes, cars, and shoes
frightened that no one will ever be
willing to give us more. I refuse to
believe that, that is the case.
A diamond's average life span
on the shelves is five years. That is
five years after mining, buffing, and
preparing the diamondfor sale. The
diamond is left to sit, and wait on
the shelf until someone can afford
it. I think we as people can learn a
lesson from the inanimate diamond.
We should learn to sit and wait, be
pretty and cute, bored and perhaps
lonely until the right buyer, some-
one whorealizes our infinite worth
comes along.
Recording our legacy
this young man is
currently engaged
to be married.
This means that
some young lady
has over the peri-
od ofher life been
made to believe
that he is all she's
worth.
The problem
isn't simply that
he thinks like that, but also that he
would be discussing a matter soper-
sonal with a simple acquaintance.
My friend, who he was speaking
with, is not his friend. In fact, I
can hear her saying something like,
"don't put him on me," so why ex-
actly did he feel itwas alright totell
all his business to her?
"It [not having scholarships] has
affected the overall membership,"
Assistant Director Aaron Campbell
said.
They rehearse for hours without
stopping. They march until there
legs won't move, and every Sat-
urday they put on there uniforms,
strap up there instruments and put
on those grit faces, all for free.
That's right, students in the
North Carolina A&T Marching
Band, fondly referred to as the
"Machine," march with no scholar-
ship dollars, and it's beginning to
take its toll.
"The students aren't inthe meet-
ings with the administration, and
I can see how a student would be
frustrated, but I have faith that the
program will get better."
While Ruff and Campbell con-
"Now that I'm in the roll of di-
rector, Ican see whatthe past direc-
tors have had to go through," Ruff
said.
Band Director Dr. Kenneth Ruff
understands his students concerns,
but also sees both sides ofthe situ-
ation. Ruffplayed in the Marching
Machine when he was a student
here at A&T.
can offer their students $5 thousand
dollars, $10 thousand dollar, and
sometimes full ride scholarships for
the members oftheirband.
"I've seen quite a few people
leave over money," junior French
horn player Marlon Perry said.
"I feel like the band puts in too
much work not to have scholar-
ships. And the little that we do have
really isn't much."
Girls assualted at Oprah's South African School
Winfrey
"We are beginning to heal. The
spirit ofthe girls remains strong,"
he said.
Winfrey was adamant that the
scandal hadnot dentedher desire to
help the girls in her school.
"No one — not the accused or
anyone else — can destroy the
dream I have held or that the girls
hold. Then light will not be dimin-
ished by this," she said.
Samuel, the school's superinten-
dent, told reporters Monday there
was now a sense of relief at the
school and that life was beginning
to return to normal.
The lavish $40 million school
was the fulfillment ofa promise she
made to Mandela six years ago and
aims to give 152 girlsfrom deprived
backgrounds a quality education in
a country where schools are strug-
gling to overcome the legacy of
apartheid.
day, she flew to South Africa again
to meet with parents: "I apologized
for the unfortunate circumstance
and promised changes."
Winfrey opened the academy
outside Johannesburg on Jan. 2,
with celebrities such as Tina Turn-
er and Spike Lee in attendance, as
well as former President Nelson
Mandela.
On Oct. 20, Winfrey said Mon-
The Oprah Winfrey Leadership
Academy for Girls saidprivate U.S.
and South African detectives were
investigating, as well as South Af-
rican police.
Winfrey said she flew to South
Africa to speak with the pupils and
encourage them to come forward
with their complaints: "It was a
chance to break the silence."
The school announced Oct. 17
that a dormitory matron had been
suspended amid allegations ofseri-
ous misconduct.
Winfrey has spoken in the past
of being raped by a distant cousin
at age 9 and then abused by three
othermen, trusted family friends.
Winfrey said the school's chief
executive John Samuel told her in
early October that a group of 15
girls had come forward with a list
of complaints including the sexual
assault ofone oftheir classmates.
She then called for an indepen-
dent investigation to determine the
extent ofthe allegations.
The investigation washeaded by
Richard Farley, a Chicago detective
who works with child abuse cases.
"My experience with child pred-
ators is that no one everabuses just
one child," she said.
But "as often is the case, child
abuse, sexual abuse happens right
within the family, right within the
confines of people you know," she
said.
Winfrey, who has in the past
spoken ofthe abuse she suffered as
a child and campaigned for laws in
the United States to protect children
from abusers, said that because of
the high rates of rape and sexual
abuse in South Africa, she had
worked to ensure outsiders would
not be able to reach students at the
school.
She said girls at the school,
which she visited frequently, told
her they were instructed "to put on
happy faces" when she was there
and not complain.
the school. Ma-
kopo, who said
she was innocent,
was freed on bail
Monday.
Winfrey said
she was initially
told a girl who ac-
cused the matron
of abuse had left
the school because
the girl's mother
wanted to spend more time with
her.
She said learning about the alle-
gations was "one ofmost devastat-
ing experiences ofmy life."
Tiny Virginia Makopo, 27, faces
13 charges of indecent assault, as-
sault and criminal injury commit-
ted against at least six students
aged 13-15 and a 23-year-old at
She said the head mistress' con-
tract would not be renewed and
promised a shake-up, indicating
school officials had tried to keep the
facts ofthe case from her.
"When I first heard about it
I spent about a half-hour going
around my house crying," Winfrey
said at a news conference by satel-
lite hook-up.
She accused school officials of
telling the girls to "put on happy
faces" when she visited. Though
she said she wasnot responsible for
hiring at the school, Winfrey said
the screening process was inad-
equate and "the buck always stops
with me."
Oprah Winfrey said Monday she
wept after hearing allegations that
a dorm matron at her academy for
disadvantaged girls hadabused stu-
dents.
ALBUM EXAM
Jay-Z shakes off the rust with "American Gangster"
The Cheesecake Factory has a stereotypically
quaint environment for dining, be it brunch on
Sunday, a dinner date or drinks after work. It's a
good starting point. It's not completely beyond
one's budget, yet it's expensive enough to gauge
his response when the suggestion is made.
A man who is truly interested will stumble all
over himself to impress a woman. Nonetheless,
take the date for what it is; an outingwith another
individual. Dinner does not equate exclusivity
and neither party is obligated to a second rendez-
vous. It goes both ways. Men should not expect
to win in the bedroom after a couple dollar bills
are tossed at the end ofa date either. Throw mod-
esty out the window. You are worth his time and
a quality outing. Things maynever progress after
the first date, but at least you won't feel like you
wasted three hours staring at him and the walls of
his apartment.
Spontaneity is a greatway to keep an oldflame
burning strong, but I prefer the beginning stages
to be a bit more structured. Although Greensboro
has been my home for the last four years, I still
feel somewhat out ofmy element. I'm not hip to
this area's finest restaurants, so I like to switch
things up and play on my own turf.
I have control over my options when I take the
excursion from the collegiate town to my metro-
politan area ofcomfort. Though completely over-
rated and played out, I suggest The Cheesecake
Factory for a first or second date. It's a winner
every time and here's why. Typically, after being
invited to dinner my gentleman friend solicits my
thoughts on a locale. Here's where many women
renounce the control and wind up settling. If she
selects a restaurant entirely out ofhis price range,
then he may comply but think she's lost hermind.
After all, we are in college. Onthe other hand,re-
linquishing the power by leaving the option open
to his discretion may result in scorned woman re-
sentfully downing a Big Mac.
CANDACEL.
HACKNEY
I like to think of myself as a master dater. 1
neverproclaim my datingtactics
fool-proof, but they consistently
reap positive results for me.
However, I do believe that any
woman can get exactly what she
seeks from a date if she is will-
ing to take the reins and remain
uncompromising on particular
issues ofimportance
I consistently listen to my
friends' complaints about what
their guys aren't doing, but per-
haps it's because they aren't
giving their men much to work with. A woman
does not have to settle for peanuts to get she
wants from her prospective friend. Chilling is not
my ideal way ofspending time with the opposite
sex. In fact, I'm quite content watching a movie
by myself or catching up on some reading in soli-
tude.
AsI trekked through my favorite mall backhome, I stumbled upon a close friend thissummer. Glad to see my old acquaintance,
I explained that searching for jewelry was mak-
ing me increasingly tardy for a dinner date. Con-
sidering my attire, he inquired about the choice
ofrestaurant. Surprisingly, I wasn't sure. What I
didknow was that we were going to a prominent
area ofRaleigh that offered an array ofwonderful
cuisine. He then continued saying, "ifhe's really
into you, then suggest Braza. You are definitely
not a Golden Corral kind of girl."My friend had
me pinned.
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"American Gangster," his tenth
studio album, represents Jay's
comeback from that comeback —
his chance to reassert himself as
hip-hop's pre-eminent wordsmith
and hustler-gone-legal chronicler.
After claiming that he'd release
no more albums, last year's "King-
dom Come" CD was Jay-Z's first
comeback attempt. However, just
like Jordan's return to the NBA af-
ter his first hiatus, Jay's return only
partly lived up to expectations.
Although the discscored his best
opening week sales until that point,
itwas roundly received as arelative
letdown, with too many soft-edged
rhymes about his cushy, celebrity
lifestyle.
Jay-Z isthe first to admit thathis
retirement from rap was entirely too
premature: Like the self-proclaimed
Mike Jordan ofrap once famously
said, "I can't leave rap alone/ the
game needs me."
Bold words, but it's hard to ar-
gue with someone who's comeback
twice and remains the genre's most
exciting voice.
"American Gangster" is proof
that Jay-Z hasn't lost his gift of
making some of the most undeni-
ably inventive and assured hip-hop
music, or as on "Roc Boys" he
sums up: "This is black superhero
music."
Even if I fell, I'd land on a bunch
ofmoney."
Indeed, Jay's allure even has an
affect on his rap star peers. Recent
rival Lil Wayne contributes some
tight-jawed rhymes and sing-songy
vocals on "Hello Brooklyn 2.0"
which uses a screeching Beast-
ie Boys vocal sample and some
thumping 808 drum kicks. And to
dazzling effect, Jay partners with
former nemesis Nas over the rug-
ged, organ-driven beat of "Suc-
cess." Cocky as ever, Jay puffs
out his chest: "I got watches I ain't
seen in months/ Apartment at the
Trump I only slept in once/ N—s
saidHova was over, such dummies/
with aim, just gotta change the tar-
get/ I got dreams of baggin' snidd-
ow the size ofpillows."
Then later, with the aid of the
tumbling congas and bright, electro-
synths ofthe Neptunes-produced "I
Know," Jay unfolds a tale of ad-
diction where his own music could
be the choice drug. "I am so dope/
Like Louboutins with the red bot-
toms /You gottahave 'em, you glad
you got 'em."
This time, he unquestionably deliv-
ers the goods — showcasing deft
metaphors about his own ghetto
ascension and an uncanny ear for
dramatic sonic backdrops.
Jay claims he was inspired by
the Ridley Scott-directed film ofthe
same name about '70s-era Harlem
drug mogul Frank Lucas. Though
not a soundtrack to the biopic, the
disc still has a cinematic quality.
The beats, most notably the six
tracks produced by Sean "Diddy"
Combs and his Hitmen beatmaking
team, capture arange ofmoods that
few rap albums nail. Stately horns
punctuate "RocBoys (And the Win-
ner Is ...)" while "Sweet" features a
smoothed-out blaxploitation vibe.
And built on a mournful Marvin
Gaye sample and sweeping strings,
"American Dreamin'" chronicles
thoughts of attending college that
give way to profiting from dealing
drugs. Jayrhymes: "Mama forgive
me, should be thinkin' bout Har-
vard/ But that's too far away, n—s
are starving/ Ain't nothin' wrong
this week's
hotlist
ON STAGE ON SCREEN ON CAMPUS ON SHELVES
On November 6, 2007 Chris
Brown's album entitled "TheExclu-
sive" will be arriving to stores. This
16track album features tracks such
as the chart topping "Kiss Kiss" and
"Wall to Wall". If you are a true
Chris Brown fan go out and buy one
foryourself when it hits stores!entertainment.
The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
this week in arts and
On Thursday November 8, 2007
the NY/NJ Connection and SUAB
will be hosting theApollo night. The
event will be held in Moore Gym
from 7p.m.-10 p.m. Tickets will be
on sale Monday November 5, 2007
at theticket office. Reduced rates for
the NY/NJ connection members.
On November 9, 2007 "Lions
forLambs" comes out starring Tom
Cruise and Meryl Streep. This film
is a current issue film that dealswith
several relevant topics. It tells the
story of a soldiers stationed in Af-
ghanistan, a senator, a reporter, and
a college professor.
There will be a listening party
hosted by S.W.I.M. and SUAB held
in the New Science Building on the
1stfloorTuesday November 6,2007
at 6:30 p.m. There will be two tick-
ets given out for the Chris Brown
concert coming to Greensboro, De-
cember 26, 2007.
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Marching Machine without scholarship dollars
BY DEXTER MULLINS
CONTRIBUTOR
BY CELEAN JACOBSON
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
In the fall of2006, a department
on campus had made plans to relo-
cate the band from their traditional
seats to the visiting bands side,
and place the visiting bands in the
horseshoe.
Regardless ofthe bands size, it
faces more issues than just scholar-
ships. As if not having money for
the students wasn't enough, the
band has had a few run-ins with ad-
ministration.
tinue to encourage students to do
they're best and try to be patient
while change takes place, the band
faces criticism from the general
public because ofits size.
After the 2002 movie "Drum-
line," Campbell said the band saw
a surge in membership. Histori-
cally however, the bands size has
remained relatively consistent.
"In 2003, our membership was
about 220 people," Campbell said.
"People say that the band is small,
but it's historically only been about
150people."
Overall, Rufffeels as though it's
really about education. The band is
educating the administration about
its needs, and the administration is
listening.
While Ruff sees a change on the
horizon, the change may be too late.
Moore says that if money isn't in-
vested into the program in the next
10 years, there will not be a pro-
gram.
The main problem, besides the
lack of consideration to tradition,
was that the decision was made
without any input from the band.
"We already don't have much
as a band now," senior drum major
Justin Moore said, "and we have
to deal with things like tuba's be-
ing held together with tape. On top
ofnot having scholarships, to take
away the one thing we have to look
forward to [band battles across the
stadium] makes it seem as though
the University doesn't really hold
the band in it's heart like they say
they do."
"Even students who have wanted
to come to A&T have gone to other
places, especially considering to-
day's college educational costs."
With the band not having schol-
arships to offer, there are fewer stu-
dents staying longer than they used
to. Schools like Bethune-Cookman
"The key to life is communi-
cation," Chester Sr. said. "How
can you be the CEO, the head
of a team and not know what's
going on with your players? If
you don't know what's going
on with your quarterback you
can't tell me what's going on
with you third string. And as a
coach you have to be involved
with everyone."
"As a coach you touch the
lives ofso many kids. If a head
coach isnot intimately involved
in his players lives, especially
his quarterback, there is some-
thing definitely wrong."
Chester said he did not in-
form Carter of the severity of
his injuries. However, Chester
Sr. mentioned that thispoorrela-
tionship between the twoplayed
a role in the quarterback's deci-
sion not to discuss things with
Carter.
the NFL." However, Chester Sr.
expressed disappointment with
Carter's leadership and the lack
of communication between the
coaching staffand its team.
"As a head coach you have
to know howpowerful you are,"
Chester Sr. said.
"I personally want to thank
everybody who put their hands
on my son at FAMU," Chester
Sr. said. "I believe it takes a vil-
lage toraise a child and I wantto
say thanks to Florida A&M col-
lectively for their assistance."
While his teammates and
coaches say they will miss
Chester's presence, it is the for-
mer starting QB who will pine
the most over not playing.
"It is like a part of me is
dead," Chester said. "I will nev-
er play organized football like
that again. No more lights, no
more fans, the kids, wristbands
and the long socks I used to
wear. It's goingto be interesting
how I handle mat."
Chester Sr. mentioned that,
despite his overall disappoint-
ment with the situation, he is
thankful for all who contrib-
uted to his son's progression at
FAMU.
Chester's attitude and his team-
mate's departure was no sur-
prise. "I really wasn't shocked,
you could kind of tell it was
coming," the 6-feet 240-pound
linebacker said. "It's nothing we
can do. The team has to move
on with or without him. We still
have games to win. There is no
time for mourning."
Carter declined to be inter-
viewed but released a statement
to the Famuan stating, "We sup-
port Albert Chester's decision
during his transition. He will al-
ways bea part ofthe success of
FAMU football and the Rattler
football family."
Teammate Vernon Wilder, a
redshirt junior from Miami, said
he noticed the signsofdistress in
Chester will finish his career
as a Rattler with 25 touchdown
passes, 3,369 passing yards, and
199 rushing attempts for 656
yards giving him 8 more TD's
under his belt.
"I love those guys and I tried
fighting for them. Whether it
was going to come now or after
football season the journey had
to end. My health is going to
last years after I hang my jersey
up."
Chester said that despite his
decision to lay down his orange
and green jersey, the love forhis
teammates hasremained steady.
"I hope it doesn't jeopardize
the team," Chester said of his
decision.
"I called a personal press
conference," Chester said. "I
wanted to address the issue for
myselfas far as coaches having
my back and speaking up for
me. I don't have that so I had to
do it for myself, and do what's
best forme."
heard ofChester's grievances
"The young man has not
approached me or anyone of
that matter about his decision,"
Townsend said. "This is a very
important matter. We are very
concerned about our student
athletes and their well being."
Chester said he was com-
pelled to tell the press that he
was leaving the team during an
impromptu press conference on
Tuesday.
Chester's father,Albert Ches-
ter Sr., a former Rattler quarter-
back who led FAMU to the In-
augural NCAA Division I-AA
national championship in 1978,
said he is proud ofhis son's de-
cision because "his first priority
is to graduate in pharmacy, not
The senior quarterback was
diagnosed with entrappednerve,
which can cause numbness, tin-
gling, and weakness in the el-
bow, forearm, wrist, and hand.
"I've been trying to play but
itgot to the point where the pain
isexcruciating," Chester said. "I
would lose feeling in my right
arm, I couldnDt sleep, it was
difficult to eat, even difficult to
brush my teeth."
Still, Chester said it was his
health, not his tumultuous rela-
tionship with his coaching staff
that led to his departure from
the team.
"I said just from a mental
standpoint, it hurts," Chester
said. "It was like you did it to
me then, and you did it to me
again."
Chester expressed his dis-
pleasure to the offensive coordi-
nator, Bob Cole.
Chester said the slight began
a pattern ofinconsistencies.
The fifth year senior pointed
to this year's 19thAnnual Bank
of America Atlanta Football
Classic as an example of his
confusion. Chester wasremoved
midway through the first halfof
the Rattlers thrillingl8-17 vic-
tory over Tennessee State Uni-
versity.
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Gibson Chiropractic
Accident & Injury
Center
SameDay Appointments
Office Shuttle Transportation Available
No Auto Injury Payments Expected Until Final
Settlement
AttorneyLiens Accepted
Appointmentsavailable before class,between
classes, after classes
David Gibson, DC
1994, Chiropractic Graduate, Dallas, Texas
1986,The Ohio State University, BS Mechanical
Engineering
Author, Lecturer, Health Care Practitioner
336-274-2520
Auto Accident Injuries,Work Injuries,
Headaches, NeckPain, Back Pain, Shoulder
Pain, Numbness,Tingling, Disc Injuries
Don't Wait and Surfer inPain.
Call 336-274-2520to schedulean appointment
today.
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"I Am Not a Quitter"
Former Florida A&M quarterback talks about his reasons for leaving team
BY STEPHANIE HAUGHTON
BLACKCOLLEGE WIRE
But during the 2005 Flor-
ida Classic, Chester went on
to prove his leadership skills
when he completed 14 of 19
passes for 164 yards along with
75 rushing yards on 11 carries
and earned game MVP honors.
Chester started the game, but it
was Driscoll, who Carter called
on in overtime, who sealed the
"He basically told me to pre-
pare to be a backup," Chester
said. "I had the end of a short
leash. In so many words, he told
me that I was never going to be
good enough."
Numerous attempts were
made to contact Carter about
the situation. However, he has
only issued a general state-
ment, which was communicat-
ed through sports information
director Alvin Hollins. Carter
said he would not meet with
the media until he has met with
Chester.
the season's first game against
Delaware State sidelined him
for three games. Senior Josh
Driscoll went on to lead the
team for the next 5 weeks.
Chester said he decided not
to disclose his injury to the
coaching staff, but was sur-
prised to find out head coach
Rubin Carter's confidence in
him was wavering.
His decision came recently,
when he announced his depar-
ture from the team because of
numerous injuries. Those ail-
ments, coupled with ongoing
problems with the coaching
staff, aided him in his decision
to put down his shoulder pads.
The Jacksonville native said
injuries have plagued him since
his sophomore year in 2005. He
was anointed as the team starter
at the beginning ofthat season,
but a dislocated shoulder in
He was in his living room
whenhefirst draped his shoulder
pads over his 10-year-old body.
Albert Chester's glee changed
topanic whenhe noticed thathe
had an unwanted friend crawl-
ing on his shoulder.
"I was so excited to put iton,
but when I felt that roach in my
pads, I can just remember run-
ning around all crazy," Chester
said, laughing at the memory.
Eight years later, Chester
mirrored that "crazy" run in
a Rattler jersey on his way to
656 rushing yards, but this time
without a bug as an incentive.
Now, after four years as the
team's starting quarterback,
Chester has chosen tocome from
behind the center for good.
Emotions filled the north
corner of the FAMU Coleman
Library as Chester II spoke can-
didly on the injury and events
that prompted his decision to
leave the team.
win
"I definitely took that per-
sonal," Chester said.
"I take the game person-
ally. I take touchdowns, losses
anything within the game per-
sonal."
Chester's five years as a Rat-
tler have been a rollercoaster
ride juggling between two
coaches, three presidents, two
athletic directors, NCAA viola-
tions and maintaining his status
as a pharmacy student.
FAMUAthleticDirector Nel-
son Townsend said that this was
the first time he and many of
the sporting administrators had
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DAVID "SPEEDY" ROBINSON uses hisblockers as heraces downfieldagainst theRattlers duringFlorida A&M's homecoming inTallahasee, Fla,
For all your
Aggie scores,
newsand
highlights visit
NCATAGGIES.COM
The official website of
Aggie Athletics
streak
The loss was eerily simi-
lar to A&T's loss to Bethune-
Cookman one week before and
was the Aggies most recent loss
in the nation's longest losing
After an incomplete pass,
the Aggies had on last chance to
get the ball in the end zone and
an hail mary toss was knocked
down and the clock expired.
turned 34-yards by David
"Speedy" Robinson setting
theAggies up with decent field
position with 37 seconds left to
play in the game. Herb Miller
completed an 8-yard pass to
Mike Ferguson, whorushed for
over 100 yards again and went
over 1000 yards rushing on the
season, and then a 4-yard pass
to Mike Caldwell.
A 60 yard kickoff was re-
Wesley Taylor came onto
the field with the opportunity
ofputting the Rattlers up three
points with just 45 seconds to
play and did just that, nailing a
33-yard field goal.
The Rattlers began a me-
thodical march down field for
their final score and after two
first downs and two A&T tim-
eouts, FAMU was in place to
kick a field goal to take the
lead.
Three consecutive three and
outs by both teams gaveFAMU
the ball with just under four
minutes to play in the game.
A&T locked up on the goal line
forcing a fumble on the 1-yard
line, which was recovered by
Andre Thornton.
FAMU marched down the
field on the Aggies after the
missed field goal attempt but
A Wesley Taylor field goal
tied the score upat 21 going into
the 4th quarter. After a Michael
Pace interception on FAMU's
first 4th quarter possession,
Mike Ferguson broke a 51-yard
run on the very next play. The
drive stalled and forced an Eric
Houston field goal attempt that
missed wide left.
After unsuccesful drives by
both teams, the Aggies drove
and got into the end zone on
an 2-yard Herb Miller rushing
touchdown. The score gave
A&T more momentum coming
out of tense halftime and si-
lenced the previous boisterous
Rattler fans.
The delay continued for an-
other 30 minutes as referees,
coaches, athletic officials and
security triedto sortoutthe con-
ditions upon which the Aggies
would return to the field. After
agreeing on the penalties, A&T
returned to thefield pumped for
the second half and kicked off
from FAMU's 40-yard line.
The PA announcer also
jabbedthe teamwith comments
like "You can come back now
Aggies," "Don't worry Aggies,
we will march around you,"
and other unnecessary remarks
that played to the home crowd
at Bragg Stadium.
lockerroom to a chorus ofboos.
The situation was not aided by
the Florida A&M PA announcer
who only incited rowdy fans by
saying, "Please don't throw
anything on the field, if any-
more items are thrown the game
will be called and we will lose
and we all know A&T hasn't
won a game in long time."
The players cut through the
FAMU band, many with their
helmets raised above their
heads, to return to the visiting
The stalemate began as the
band, refusing to let the team
through stood their ground on
the sideline and the Aggie foot-
ball team kept moving toward
their sideline. Upset FAMU
fans began to throw items at
the players and onthe field pro-
moting A&T coaches to send
their players back to the locker
room.
After an extended halftime
for special presentations and
a lengthy performance by the
band,A&T left the lockerroom
to warm up for the second
half, as the Marching 100 were
wrapping up their show. As the
band, which marches nearly
380 members, began to move
off the field, the drum majors
marched down the A&T bench
just as the football team was
getting to the bench area.
The Aggies headed into the
locker room in Tallahassee
down 14-18 after a first half
that saw them come out of the
gates sloppy and end strong
holding the Rattlers scoreless
on their last few drives and
managing eat away at whatwas
an 18-point deficit.
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Home-
coming 2007 at Florida A&M
followed the usual homecom-
ing script until a halftime inci-
dent involving the Aggie foot-
ball team, FAMU Marching
100 and Rattler fans sent A&T
into the locker room andput the
2nd halfofthe contest in ques-
tion.
CONTRIBUTOR
BY DANIEL HENDERSON
Al Becoming an A&T cheer-
leader my freshman year, win-
ning the MEAC Championship
in the spring of 2007, and go-
ing to L.A. for the football clas-
sic this past September.Love ya
Gold Squad!
Ql In competitive sports,many
athletes have pre-game rituals.
In cheerleading is this the case
before games? If so, do you
have any?
A: When it comes to games, a
ritual is to pray before and after
the games as a team. Competi-
tion and battle time we pray as a
whole and we have a song called
"GoAggies". It's hilarious but it
gets us ready! Personally I just
take a second to get in the mind-
set for the game, and have fun
while cheering!!!
Q: Are there any other sports
you enjoy besides cheering?
Al I love basketball! I am a
die-hard Detroit Pistons fan.
Football has actually become
more interesting to me lately!
Ql Where do you see yourself
in 10years?.
Al I plan to continue and help
develop my parents business
and cooperate with making their
empire successful and wealthy!!
I plan to be working at a top
marketing firm, advertising
agecny or a major mass media
oulet, wherever the lord leads
me. If blessed i could see my-
self doing some entertainment
news! I am excited to get mar-
ried and enjoy the blessings of
children. In ten years Ipray that
will be in the making.
Qi Who inspires you the most
as a person?
Al I am inspired the most by
my parents, Michael and Jackie
Barton.They exhibit the skills
of a wonderful couple who
has always juggled the life as
mom and dad before business-
woman and an active marine
they are loving and supporting
parents and my best friends at
the same time. My mother is
an A&T alumni, while my fa-
ther is a active marine that has
served multiple times in Iraq.
Today they are buliding an em-
pire for our family with a chain
of franchises in the eastern part
ofNorth Carolina, while instill-
ing a foundation of morals and
values in my familiy's life!
leader?
DATE OF BIRTH: August 7, 1987
CLASS: Junior
MAJOR: Journalism
AGE: 20
HOMETOWN: Jacksonville, NC
HOBBIES: I love to be around my
family and loved ones, shop-
ping, working out, andrelaxing
while watching a movie.
Qt What is your mostmemora-
ble moment as an A&T cheeer-
VALENTINA BARTON
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Florida A&M
NorthCarolina A&T 4-2
Bethune-Cookman 3-4
NorfolkState 3-5
South Carolina State 1-6 " We are looking forward
to continuing our ball-playing
together an winning," declared
Bland.
Other final game highlights
included Taylor-James leading
the team in points and on the
boards with 15 and 6 respec-
tively, and Bland totalling 14
points after shooting 3-6 from
three point range.
A much more balanced at-
tack appeared as a sigh of re-
lief for the lady-aggies Mon-
day ,as senior guard Nancy
Rembert ledthe way in double
figures with 13 ofthe reserves
26 points.
Bland referred to the inex-
perience of last season that
caused players like herself,
MEAC rookie of the year
guard Ta'Wuana Cook, and
Brittanie Taylor James to often
consume 35 and sometimes
more minutes a game.
" Our passing is also a lot
better," she added.
"We have a lot more depth
with players on the bench now
thanwe didlast season," Bland
said in a post-game interview.
All-MEAC junior guard
Amber Bland could not have
been more inspired by the per-
formance of her teammates
Monday and the upcoming
season.
Withall theplayers returning
to action this year, along with
a successful recruiting season,
the lady aggies are aiming
to win Coach Bibbs her first
MEAC title in her third season
as head coach.
328A in the NCB.
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opener.
Her demeanor seemed rather
optimistic after her lady ag-
gies thrashed Lenore Rhyne
College 79-56 in a preseason
women's basketball home-
Head Coach Patricia Cage-
Bibbs sauntered around Cor-
bett Gymnaisium with all
smiles during an autograph
session Monday evening.
" We are working together and
playing defense. Some of the
players exemplified improve-
ment in different areas. Brit-
tanie Taylor-James played
better defense , Brittane Neely
rebounded the ball well, and
Jalessa Sams was very aggres-
sive."
" I saw good things tonight",
Bibbs said in an interview.
The lady aggies are com-
ing offan astonishing 2006-07
season where they shocked
many audiences with their ag-
gressive performance as un-
derclassmen.
Last year, the team finished
17-13 overall while clinching
the second seed in the Mid-
Eastern Athletic Conference
tournament.
The blue and gold sur-
rendered only two losses at
Corbett Gymnasium, but fell
short in the first round of the
conference post-season play
after dropping to theDelaware
State Hornets.
This year, A&T earned a
third place bid in the confer-
ence preseason standings.
UNIVERSITYofNORTH CAROLINA
GREENSBORO
Delaware State 7-C
NorfolkState 6-1
SouthCarolina State 5-2
5-3
4-4
4-4
3-4
2-5
Winston-Salem
Hampton
Morgan State
Howard
Florida A&M
Bethune-Cookman 1-6
North CarolinaA&T 0-8
THISWEEK'S GAMES;
n/a
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Controversy overshadows 24-21 loss
Halftime episode nearly leads to a FAMU
forfeit and A&T's first win in two seasons
PHOTO BY MICHAELSIMMONS
Lady Aggies trounce
Lenoir-Rhyne in exhibition
TEAM
• Communication in Contemporary Society
• Old Europe/New Europe
• Writing in the Professions *
• Physical Fitness for Life
• Intro to Earth Science
• Contemporary Moral Problems
• Philosophy of Religion
• Ethical Issues in Business
• American Politics
• General Psychology
• Social Problems
• Drama Appreciation
• Theatre Management
• Western Civilization
line Courses 7+ Online Degrees(Including Master of Arts in Liberal Studies)
